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Nils JohanssonAbstract
Fires are complex and it is hard to derive relationships from theory in fire science. Full-scale and small-scale
experiments have been used with great success in order to increase the understanding of fire chemistry and fire
dynamics. An alternative or complement to these often expensive and resource demanding traditional experiments
are numerical experiments. In this paper, numerical experiments are reviewed as a research method and put into
the context of traditional compartment fire experiments. Benefits and challenges with numerical experiments
compared to traditional compartment fire experiments are presented and discussed in this paper. Numerical
experiments are a promising method in fire science research. However, it is currently not considered satisfying to
solely use a numerical experiment to study a certain fire phenomena. Different experimental methods should not
be regarded as competitive but as complementary, and a combination of traditional and numerical experimental
methods are in many cases appropriate in order to analysis a certain fire phenomena.
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Compartment fire dynamics are complex and can only
be described analytically with simplified theories due to
the random behaviour of fires and flames. Fire experi-
ments are therefore a necessity in order to study and
understand the compartment fire dynamics. There is a
range of correlations available in the fire science litera-
ture, derived with the help of empirical data from expe-
riments, that gives some explanation of different fire
phenomena. Fire experiments can be conducted in a
variety of ways, e.g. it can be in a limited-scale were only
some single variables are studied, in a small-scale and in
full-scale.
The cone calorimeter (ISO 2002) is an example of a
limited-scale experiment where the reaction to different
heat fluxes of materials can be studied. This type of ex-
periment is performed in a controlled environment with
high internal validity in order to study relationships bet-
ween a few variables. Everything except the variables of
interest is kept constant and by varying the variables the
correlation between them can be studied. Limited-scale
experiments can be used to investigate relationships on
a fundamental level in fire science. However, results
from these experiments are not sufficient in order toCorrespondence: nils.johansson@brand.lth.se
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in any medium, provided the original work is punderstand and evaluate fire development and smoke
spread in a single and multi-room compartment, i.e. the
external validity is low.
A realistic fire environment can be scaled down to an
appropriate size with the help of scaling laws. With such
a small-scale experimental setup it is possible to conduct
the experiments in a controlled environment, i.e. in a
fire laboratory. Everything except the variable of interest
is kept constant and by varying it, the effect of the vari-
able on the experiment can be analysed. Some com-
promises are necessary in the small-scale experiments
because it is not possible to comply with the scaling laws
for all the mechanisms of importance in fire science
(Quintiere 2006). To avoid such issues full-scale experi-
ments are necessary.
It is possible to conducted full-scale fire experiments
of single apartments or even entire buildings in some in-
door fire laboratories in the world, e.g. at SP in Sweden,
Underwriters Laboratories and FM Global in USA, but it
is harder to control important variables as the expe-
rimental setup increases in size. Even well controlled ex-
periments can be difficult to reproduce (Lundin 1999).
Also, it might not be possible to conduct the experiment
in an indoor laboratory environment due to economical
reasons or lack of laboratory space and equipment to
handle a large experimental setup. In such a situation
the alternative can be to move the experiment outdoors.Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
g/licenses/by/4.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction
roperly credited.
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and measure important variables sufficiently accurate.
Especially wind speed and wind direction have been seen
to have a large influence outdoor full-scale experiments;
consequently, it can be very hard to analyse and draw con-
clusions from such experiments (Johansson et al. 2012;
2014a).
Another option is to use a fire model to study and ana-
lyse a certain fire phenomenon. Models includes inter-
pretations and approximations of reality but can be used
to help to understand some physical reality (Blurock and
Battin-leclerc 2013). Using fire models in an experimental
manner can be called numerical experiments and it is
considered to be a promising method for research in fire
science, but there are both advantages and challenges
compared with small- and full-scale experiments.
What is a numerical experiment?
Both experiments and observations can be used to collect
data and test hypotheses. A passive observation involves
an investigation of a pre-existing state without attempting
to influence it. An example of this in fire science research
is when real fire incidents are studied. Collecting data by
observing a system and then trying to extract interesting
information afterwards is common in research (Andersson
2012), but it is not an experiment.
An experiment is something more than just an observa-
tion and collecting data. In e.g. a compartment fire experi-
ment the state of the system (the compartment fire setup)
is changed by for instance varying the heat release rate or
door opening size and the result of that change in the
system is measured and analysed in order to generate in-
formation that is relevant to a certain research question
(see Figure 1).
The term numerical experiment has been used in other
scientific fields for quite some time, e.g. by Bowman et al.
(1993), and lately there are also examples of the term being
used in fire science (Chow and Zou 2005; Tilley et al. 2012;
Johansson and van Hees 2014). However, there is, to

















Figure 1 Illustration of experiment, inspired by (Höst et al. (2006).description of numerical experiment in field of fire science.
Therefore, the following definition of numerical experi-
ments is applied in this paper:
A numerical experiment is performed when a numerical
model is used in a systematic experimental approach.
The term experimental approach refers to the description
of experiments given in Figure 1, i.e. a systematic manipula-
tion of a system in order to answer a certain research ques-
tion. This definition makes a clear distinction between
numerical experiments and simulations/predictions that are
e.g. used for building design. Because the purpose of the lat-
ter is normally to demonstrate the performance of a build-
ing with regard to some selected fires and not to explain
how the studied system works.
Physical experiments, in full- or small-scale, that have
traditionally been used to study compartment fires are
referred to as traditional experiments in this paper.
Scope of the paper
The scope of this paper is to review numerical experiments
and to explore it as a research method in fire science with
a particular focus on compartment fires. This paper is ex-
ploratory (Robson 2002; Höst et al. 2006) e.g. insight is
sought into how numerical experiments can be used as an
experimental method in fire science research. The review
is performed with a comparative approach where the ad-
vantages and challenges of numerical experiments are
compared to traditional experiments, and this is done with
several examples of previously performed numerical exper-
iments. Furthermore, factors that might affect the accuracy
of numerical experiments are also addressed in this paper,
in order to give the reader a possibility to evaluate the ap-
plicability of results from a numerical experiment.
The paper is limited to numerical experiments that are
used to study compartment fires for research purposes,
which means that this work does not deal with stan-
dardized testing methods. This does however not ex-
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plement to fire testing.
It is not the numerical model itself that is of interest
in this study but how it can be used as an experimental
tool. However, the available computer power and the
tools available for fire modelling have developed rapidly
during the last decades and this is believed to affect how
the models can be used as an experimental tool. This is
why the examples of numerical experiments given in this
paper are limited to work conducted during the last two
decades.
Examples of numerical experiments in fire science
Several studies have been published where numerical
methods have been used to study some phenomena in fire
science in a way that would fit the presented definition of
numerical experiments (see Figure 1). There are several
early examples of where numerical investigations have
been used as a complement to traditional experiments are
e.g. the studies of post-flashover fires by Magnusson and
Thelandersson (1970) and the studies of ceiling jets by
Alpert (1975). However, this paper is, as stated above,
limited to more recent studies and the following examples
are used to illustrate how numerical experiments has been
used as a research method in fire science.
The National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) and Underwriters Laboratories (UL) used the
Industrial Fire Simulator (IFS), which essentially corre-
sponded to the first version of the Fire Dynamics Simulator
(FDS) (Floyd et al. 2013a), in an extensive research pro-
gram. The effect of roof vents and draft curtains on the
time, number, and location of sprinkler activations and vice
versa were studied with both traditional experiments and
modelling (McGrattan et al. 1998; McGrattan et al. 2000).
The results from the modelling were compared to the ex-
perimental results; however, the model was also used to
provide information about conditions in the experiment
that was not measured. Furthermore, the model was used
to study what would happen if some of the test parameters
would be varied. In this way, the resources could be opti-
mized because the number of traditional experimental tests
did not need to be increased in order to study additional
variants of the original experimental setup.
Prasad et al. (2002) performed a large number of simu-
lations with a CFD model, in order to study water-mist
suppression in a compartment. The effects of various
water mist injection parameters i.e. droplet diameter,
mist injection velocity and injection density on the time
to fire suppression were studied. The authors state that
some of the values for the range of parameters used in
the study would not be attainable experimentally be-
cause the nozzles needed were not commercially avail-
able. But with the CFD model it was possible to study
general trends, when the droplet density or injectionvelocity or droplet diameter was varied systematically.
The authors compared modelling results of the ceiling
gas temperatures distribution with experimental data in
a report issued by the US Naval Research Laboratory
(Prasad et al. 2000) and found the results to be fa-
vourable. However, the water-mist suppression model-
ling was not compared to traditional experiments due to
lack of experimental data, and that is of course drawback
of the study because it can raise questions about the
external validity of the of the performed numerical
experiment.
Li and Chow (2003) evaluated different types of ventila-
tion systems in a tunnel with a CFD code. The size of the
tunnel was kept constant in the simulations but the fire
size, type of ventilation system and its capacity were
varied. A comparison of four different tunnel ventilation
systems (longitudinal, semi-transverse, transverse and a
combination of longitudinal and semi-transverse system)
was done based on the simulations, and both advantages
and disadvantages of each system were presented. Re-
garding using numerical experiments in the paper the
authors’ express that different configurations can be ana-
lysed without the need to perform the traditional experi-
mental tests.
Hwang and Edwards (2005) used FDS 2 to study fires in
tunnels or more specific the ventilation velocity (critical
ventilation velocity) that is just able to prevent the for-
mation of a back-layer. Different heat release rates and
tunnels of different sizes were used in the study. The cri-
tical ventilation velocity was found to be roughly propor-
tional to the 1/5 power of the heat release rate until a
certain critical point. The authors noted that the fire-
plume velocity had the same dependency on the heat re-
lease rate (Quintiere, 1989) and that it can be argued that
it is the base velocity of the back-layer velocity. A com-
parison to data from some traditional experiments was
also conducted in the study.
Chow and Zou (2005) used the term numerical experi-
ments when using FDS 3.01 to derive a correlation for
doorway flows between two rooms. Chow and Zou first
compared results from the computer model with experi-
mental data presented by Nakaya, et al. (1986) and then
used FDS to find a value for the constant, k, in the well





first recognized by Kawagoe (1958).
Chow and Zou found that the FDS simulations corre-
sponded well to other prior empirical studies.
Tilley et al. (2011) studied if simulations with FDS 5.2.5
could be used in a numerical experiment by studying the
agreement between FDS and experimental data from two
different small-scale setups, a tunnel and atria. Tilley et al.
describes that the main advantage of numerical experi-
ments is that it is possible to study the effect of a large
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simulations. Tilley et al. (2011) found that FDS gave good
predictions of the smoke layer and that the fire model
could be used for a parameter variation study for similar
compartment configurations. Tilley et al. (2012) followed
up the first study with a study of car parks with FDS in
order to create a simple analytical formula for the critical
ventilation velocity and backlayering distance in car park
fires. Tilley et al. used the data from 350 FDS simulations
to develop such a simple analytical expression for a large
closed car park with flat ceiling. The convective heat
release rate per unit area, the car park height and the car
park width were varied in the simulations. Results with
the derived formulas were compared to data from a set of
full-scale experiments and a reasonable agreement of the
smoke backlayering distance was demonstrated (Tilley
et al. 2012). The vast number of simulations implies that it
has been unreasonable to conduct the same type of study
with traditional experimental test.
Johansson and van Hees (2014) used numerical experi-
ments with FDS 5.5.3 in order to obtain a correlation that
could be used to predict gas temperatures in a room
adjacent to a room involved in a pre-flashover fire (see
Figure 2). It was not considered possible to develop such a
correlation with empirical data from traditional experi-
ments due to the lack of resources in terms of laboratory
space and time. Instead FDS was used to gather enough
empirical data to be able to conduct a multiple regression
analysis. The room and opening dimensions, properties of
the boundaries and the heat release rate were varied and




















Figure 2 Example of correlation between CFD simulations and an em
reproduced from (Johansson and van Hees 2014).process used was similar to what Tilley et al. (2012) used.
Johansson and van Hees (2014) considered FDS 5.5.3
to be well validated for the intended purpose of study.
However, the correlation derived with the regression ana-
lysis was compared with some results from previously
published traditional full-scale experiments in order to get
an understanding of the external validity. The procedure
used to identify the correlation can be termed as a “black
box method”, i.e. a best fit to data was done without much
consideration of the physical meaning of the derived for-
mula. But, Johansson and van Hees (2014) did, as men-
tioned, compare the formula with some experiments and
that is considered curial when using this type of approach.
A similar approach was used in a later study by
Johansson et al. (2014b) but with the application to
ceiling jets under an unobstructed ceiling with FDS 6.0.
A simplified ceiling jet theory, based on a simple energy
and mass balance, together with a number of assump-
tions was used in order to derive an expression for the
ceiling jet temperature. This theoretical expression in-
cluded some unknown constants that could be found
with the help of a regression analysis on the data from a
numerical experiment. The combination of a simple the-
oretical model and numerical experiments, with a well-
validated model, resulted in a final expression that gave
a good fit to the FDS simulations and that had a physical
basis. The vertical temperature distribution in the ceiling
jet was also studied in the paper (see Figure 3) some-
thing that is difficult to measure with conventional ther-
mocouples without affecting the gas flow under the
ceiling.150 200 250 300 
lation, T (K) 















Figure 3 Normalized temperature profile under the ceiling in a numerical experiment conducted with FDS at a distance of r/H = 0.9
from the plume centreline. The data indicates that the cross section temperature in the ceiling jet decreases according to a Gaussian profile
(red dotted line). The figure is reproduced from (Johansson et al. 2014b).
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It is not considered possible to discuss numerical experi-
ments without commenting on factors that might affect
the accuracy of the numerical experiment. There are
several sources of uncertainty in a numerical experi-
ment. The input parameters used, the competence of the
user and the accuracy of the model will all be of impor-
tance for the results.
Input parameters
The input parameters in a fire model are subject to
some degree of uncertainty in fire modelling. The uncer-
tainty will be propagated through the fire model, and the
quality of such an analysis then depends on the quality
of the input data (Lundin 1999). What input parameters
that are of importance are dependent on the type of ana-
lysis that is conducted. The heat release rate is often
regarded as an important parameter in fire safety model-
ling (Babrauskas and Peacock 1992). In validation exer-
cises of models is the prescribed heat release rate often
taken from the experiment, which the comparison is
made against (Najafi et al. 2007; van Hees 2013). If the
heat release rate is unknown and needs to be modelled
it will of course introduce uncertainties that can be large
and that needs to be accounted for.
Uncertainties in the input parameters to numerical ex-
periment might be regarded differently. If the numerical
experiment is conducted according to Figure 1 will some
variables of interest be varied in order to study the cor-
relation to a dependent variable, and the span of vari-
ation in the input will determine the area of applicability
of the results. There might be input parameters that arekept constant in the numerical experiment but that
would have had an influence on the dependent variable.
As an example, in the study by Li and Chow (2003) the
ventilation system in a specific tunnel configuration was
analysed, thus are the results only valid for that specific
tunnel.
User
In any experiment it is necessary that the researcher is
familiar with his or her equipment, how it should be
used, how data can be collected and how the data should
be interpreted. In a numerical experiment the physics of
fires can be interfered with. For instance, different plume
models types can be selected in a two-zone model or ra-
diation can be excluded in a CFD model. The user can
also introduce error in the numerical experiment due to
mistakes. Beard (1997) has elaborated on different types
of application error in fire modelling. User effects have
also been seen to be of importance in studies with mul-
tiple users, such as the PRISME project (Audouin et al.
2011) and in a Swedish verification and validation study
(Holmstedt et al. 2008).
Fire model
In a survey of fire models conducted in 2003 it was con-
cluded that there were roughly 50 different zone models
and around 20 field models available for fire modelling
(Olenick 2003). No attempt is made in this paper to give
an overview of the different models that could be used
for numerical experiments. Nor is it within the scope of
the paper to describe how well validated or verified the
different fire models are. But, it is of course a
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model used is sufficiently validated for the intended area
of study.
An increased accuracy and reduced uncertainty is estab-
lished in traditional experiments when the random and
systematic errors in the experiment are reduced. However,
the ”true value” of a property in a traditional experiment
is not possible to measure exactly and probably not pos-
sible to repeat exactly either. In numerical models there is
no known “true value” (van Hees 2013). A model can give
an estimate of the “true value” and this estimate, can at
the best, be considered to be just as good as a measure-
ment in a traditional experiment.
Error and uncertainty cannot be linked together in the
same way in models as in traditional experiments. Un-
certainty in numerical models arises when there is a po-
tential for a lack of knowledge (AIAA 1998), this means
that some deficiencies may or may not exist. Model un-
certainties will arise as physical and mathematical as-
sumptions and approximation of the real world are
made in different types of models used in fire science
(Najafi et al. 2007). On the other hand, errors in numer-
ical models are a recognizable deficiency in any phase or
activity of modelling and simulation that is not due to
lack of knowledge (AIAA 1998).
There are several different technics that can be used to
compare model results with traditional experiments.
Descriptive statistics (StatSoft 2013) can be used to re-
trieve metrics that can be compared, e.g. mean and stan-
dard deviation, in two different sets of data. Another
method is to visually compare results from modelling and
experiments graphically, i.e. to see how well two curves of
some measured property corresponds. Such assessments
are subjective and qualitatively; furthermore, the
determination if there is a match or not is often based on
previous experience of what could be regarded as an
agreement for a certain parameter. This type of compari-
sons between experimental results and simulations are
presented for a large range of parameters in the FDS vali-
dation guide (Floyd et al. 2013b); however, the authors’
leaves it to the reader to judge how good the agreement is.
The graphical comparisons can also be complemented
with a quantitative number of the difference between the
two sets of data. This was, for example, done in a com-
parison of CFAST predictions to real-scale compartment
fire tests with natural and forced ventilation (Reneke and
Peatross 2001) and it was found that the CFAST model
over-predicted upper layer temperatures with less than
50°C. Another example is the modelling of the Dalmarnock
fire tests (Rein et al. 2011) where a posteriori simulations
over-predicted the hot layer temperature by 10-50%.
The ASTM guide: “Standard Guide for Evaluating the
Predicative Capability of Deterministic Fire Models”
(ASTM 2012) describes the steps in the evaluationprocess of a given model. NRC (Najafi et al. 2007) ap-
plied this approach in an evaluation of fire models. In
the NRC evaluation the relative difference between
model predictions and experimental measurements was










Where ΔM is the difference between the peak value of
the model prediction and the baseline and ΔE is the
difference between the peak value of the experimental
measurement and the baseline. This relative difference is
compared to a combined experimental uncertainty, which
included the model input uncertainty and experimental
measurement uncertainty.
In the model evaluation performed by NRC five differ-
ent fire-modelling tools were evaluated for some possible
fire scenarios in nuclear facilities. An assessment of the
different models accuracy in predicting transport of heat
and combustion products in compartments was made in
the study. The models capabilities to predict fire growth
or fire spread were not studied. A total of 13 output
quantities from the models were chosen for the eva-
luation. The results from the evaluation are presented in
the final report (Najafi et al. 2007) in a matrix with a
simple colour system, in order to indicate to what degree
a certain model predicted a certain output quantity.
“Green” indicated that the model predicted a particular
parameter with accuracy comparable with the experi-
mental uncertainty and “Yellow” indicated that the pre-
dictions were clearly outside the bounds of uncertainty.
From the NRC study it is concluded that the studied fire
models in general are reasonably accurate in smoke layer
temperature and smoke layer depths. For instance, the
smoke layer temperature was labelled as “Green” for
FDS 4.06, while predictions of smoke concentration was
labelled as “Yellow”. This mean that FDS 4.06 can be
used with confidence to calculate smoke layer tempera-
tures for multi-room compartments, while caution
should be exercised when using the model to calculate
smoke concentration.
Comparisons at a single time-point can be sufficiently
good if peak values or stationary conditions are studied;
however, it is not enough if two curves are to be com-
pared. Peacock et al. (1999) have used functional analysis
in order to quantify the agreement between different sets
of data. Time series curves are treated as multi-dimen-
sional vectors in functional analysis with each point in
time defining an additional dimension (ISO 2008). This
makes it possible to quantify the length, angle and
distance between two curves. This means that, in contrast




















Figure 4 Example of how numerical experiments can
complement traditional experiments in order to study the
dependency of an independent variable.
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used previously in evaluation of fire modelling (Peacock
et al. 1999) and in evacuation modelling (Galea et al. 2014;
Ronchi et al. 2013). Functional analysis has also been in-
cluded in an example validation procedure in ISO 16730–
1 ”Fire safety engineering — Assessment , verification and
validation of calculation methods” (ISO 2008).
Advantages and challenges with numerical
experiments
The examples presented in the section above illustrate
that numerical models can be used in a manner that can
be regarded as an experiment. A system (e.g. car park or
compartment) was described in a numerical model in all
the examples presented above. Furthermore, the state of
that system was changed and the consequence of that
change was measured and analysed (as illustrated in
Figure 1). These examples shows that numerical experi-
ments can be very useful and that it is a promising
method in fire science, but there are of course both advan-
tages and challenges that needs to be highlighted.
Advantages with numerical experiments
The main advantages with numerical experiments are
discussed and motivated in this section.
Resource efficient
Numerical experiments are much less expensive com-
pared to traditional full-scale experiments. Numerical
experiments can be conducted on a personal computer
or a computer cluster with free software whereas trad-
itional experiments need to be conducted in a laboratory
with a range of measurement equipment that needs cali-
bration. Tens or even hundreds of numerical simulations
can be run at the same time, if the computer power is
available, while one traditional experimental test usually
is carried out at one specific time and after each test the
experimental setup needs to be reset. Consequently, nu-
merical experiments create opportunities for more ex-
tensive experimental studies and also for a larger
research community to contribute to fire science.
Traditional small-scale experiments are more resource
efficient compared to full-scale experiments, but it is in
most cases not possible to conduct a complete scaling of
all dimensionless groups simultaneously. Consequently
systematic errors can be introduced when the results are
scaled up.
Numerical experiments can be exemplified as more
resource efficient than traditional full- and small-scale
experiments in two aspects. Firstly, a large number of
numerical simulations can be provided to a much lower
cost compared to just a single traditional experiment. In
Figure 4 it is illustrated how numerical experiments can
be used as a complement to traditional experiments. Justlooking at the data from the traditional experiment in
Figure 4 indicates that the relationship between the two
variables would be linear, but the numerical experiment
reveals it to be logarithmical relation. This might not
have been possible solely with traditional experiments due
to high costs. Instead a single fifth traditional experimen-
tally test should be enough to confirm the relationship
found with the numerical experiment. Figure 4 illustrates
a regression fit to the data but it can also be a systematic
study of different input variables, like the study of roof
vents and sprinkler activation by McGrattan et al. (1998),
where some simulations were confirmed with traditional
experiments.
The second aspect involves the possibility to use nu-
merical experiments to study a large geometry. This was
done in the study of the discotheque fire in Gothenburg
in 1998 (Ingason et al. 2001). In that study SP conducted
small-scale experiments in a laboratory and later used a
CFD model to study the problem in the full-scale to
confirm the results from the small-scale experiments. It
was not possible to conduct a full-scale experiment but
the combination of modelling and small-scale experi-
ments gave a credible explanation for how and where
the fire started. In a similar way can a numerical experi-
ment be used to extrapolate or confirm some conclu-
sions drawn from a small-scale experimental setup, as
illustrated in Figure 5.
It is of course crucial to take care when using a fire
model to study a phenomenon in a larger scale or
domain as demonstrated in Figure 5 because there is
a risk that the study will be outside the limits of the
fire model. For instance, the example in Figure 5
could be complemented with a single traditional ex-
periment in the same scale as the numerical experi-
ments, thus confirming the linear trend. In this way
are small-scale experiments used together with nu-
merical experiments to form a hypothesis that can be




















Figure 5 Example of how numerical experiments can
complement traditional experiments to extrapolate results
from a small-scale experimental setup.
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sion illustrate that numerical experiments and trad-
itional experiments are complementary and not
competitive, and that a combination of these two
methods can yield in convincing arguments for some
conclusion or hypothesis. A combination traditional ex-
periments and simulations outside the range of validity
of the model could also yield in valuable information
that can be explored further in future studies.
Another benefit of being resource efficient is that chal-
lenging theoretical hypotheses could be tested more eas-
ily. Traditional experiments are more expensive than
numerical experiments, which mean that the willingness
to risk that the result will turn out to be poor or hard to























Figure 6 The calculated mean (solid line) and ±2 standard deviations
three-room compartment. The figure is reproduced from Johansson et aexperiments might therefore yield in more hypotheses
testing in fire science, which in turn can result in more
progress in the field.
Level of control of the experiment
It is probably evident for a researcher if resources are
available for traditional experiments, but it might not be
as evident if it is possible to control important variables.
Several variables of importance might be unknown,
which means that there is a risk of systematic errors. Ex-
periments are suitable as a tool for providing informa-
tion only if the experiment is appropriate and disturbing
factors are eliminated. If the experiments are based on
wrong or incomplete knowledge it will be problematic,
e.g. if knowledge is lacking about how some disturbing
factors can be treated or eliminated it could lead to
faulty conclusions (Chalmers 1999). An example is am-
bient conditions like temperature and wind that will
have an effect on a traditional experiment. Another ex-
ample is effects due to how the measurement equipment
is placed and calibrated. Such effects were evident in a
study Johansson et al. (2014a) were 45 different fire tests
analysed in order to study the reproducibility of four dif-
ferent ventilation scenarios in a three-room compart-
ment. The fire tests were well controlled but had been
performed during a 6-year period under different ambi-
ent conditions. This caused some variation between dif-
ferent tests of the same ventilation scenario as can be
seen in Figure 6. Such variation will not be present in a
numerical experiment where a higher control of all vari-
ables included in the experiment can be kept.200 250 300 350 
e (s) 
(dotted lines) of 15 traditional experiments in a full-scale
l. (2014a).
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Measurement equipment is a fundamental part of tra-
ditional compartment fire experiments in order to be
able to collect data, but the measurement equipment
can influence the experiment and the measurements.
For example, a thermocouple will give the temperature
of the thermocouple and not the gas temperature.
Pitts et al. (2003) found that the absolute error in
thermocouple measurements due to the radiative envir-
onment could be up to 75% in the lower layer and 7% in
the upper layer. Another example is gas flow measure-
ments with bi-directional probes. If a bi-directional
probe is placed in an opening it will influence the gas
flow through that opening (Bryant 2005). This influence
might be small in some cases but substantial in others
e.g. when weak gas flows are studied or when small
openings are considered. Even the calorimeter hood and
the extraction flow rate can have some influence on the
gas flow and local temperature measurements in room
fire experiments (Desanghere et al. 2005).
There are far greater possibilities to collect data in a nu-
merical experiment compared to a traditional experiment
and without influencing the experiment. If a CFD model
like FDS (Floyd et al. 2013a) is used it will be possible to
record time dependent information on e.g. temperature or
gas concentrations in all cells used in a domain, which
could be in millions of different locations. It is impossible
to have the same amount of measurements in a traditional
experiment. In a numerical experiment it is also possible
to record information without adding instrumentation
that could influence the experiment, which is still the case
in most experiments even though different nonintrusive
laser-based measurement technics (Kaldvee et al. 2013)
are being introduced.Challenges with numerical experiments
The main issues and challenges with numerical experi-
ments are discussed and motivated in the following
three sections.Description of the fire phenomena
A model is by definition a simplification of the physical
reality that includes some approximations. Quintiere
(2012) raises several issues with using computer simula-
tion for addressing fire problems. Phenomena like soot
formation, fire spread, water droplet breakup and tur-
bulent combustion are things that cannot be addressed
adequately with a numerical model (Quintiere 2012).
Traditional small- and full-scale experiments capture
these types of phenomena. Another issue is fire spread
and fire growth. Fire models do provide predictions of
different output quantities given a user defined fire but
it is difficult to simulate fire spread and fire growth withthe current models even with information from experi-
mental measurements (Rein et al. 2011).
This causes issues to the external validity and a
distinct limitation of numerical experiments conducted
with the fire models currently available. In the evaluation
of some selected fire models performed by NRC (Najafi
et al. 2007) it was found that gas temperatures, smoke
layer heights, room pressure, oxygen concentration and
flame heights in compartments could be predicted
within or very near the experimental uncertainty of
traditional experiments. Therefore, it can be argued that
numerical experiments should be limited to these
quantities and any other models and quantities that have
been as carefully validated.
Experienced user
A model can be misused and applied outside its limita-
tions. This is problematic because the user has been
found to be the most critical link in the chain of simu-
lations (Holmstedt et al. 2008; Keski-Rahkonen et al.
1998). Consequently, the researcher using numerical ex-
periments needs to have an understanding of both the
fire phenomena studied and the model used. Many fire
models are easy to obtain and easy to use, this means
that they can be used in a careless or incorrect manner.
This is problematic, because errors due to misuse can be
difficult to discover.
The transparency of the numerical experiment may be
poor due to the opportunities for the user to change input
parameters and use different sub-models. A fundamental
part of reporting from experiments is that enough infor-
mation is available so that the experiment can be repli-
cated with similar results (Andersson 2012). The same
should apply for numerical experiments because the ex-
periment must be possible to repeat. This includes the
possibility to review how the model has been used and
which input parameters and sub-models that have been
applied by the researcher. Consequently, it is reasonable
to publish relevant parts of the used input file when pre-
senting results from numerical experiments.
Accuracy of fire models
The evaluation of some selected fire models performed
by NRC (Najafi et al. 2007), mentioned above, illustrates
that a couple of models can be used to predict a handful
of output quantities within the uncertainty bounds of six
experimental series. In retrospect of the NRC study it is
evident that numerical experiments of compartment
fires are currently limited to studying smoke layer tem-
peratures and smoke layer depths. FDS was used in a
majority of the examples of conducted numerical experi-
ments given above. However, it is not a necessity to use
a CFD model for numerical experiments because more
transparent methods like 2-zone models or other
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they are sufficiently accurate for the intended purpose.
Even though extensive validation of fire models has
been conducted, there is a great deal of work left to do
(van Hees 2013). Studies like the one by the NRC (Najafi
et al. 2007) reveals that there is a limited area where
numerical experiments can be applied. Numerical ex-
periments should not be considered as an alternative to
traditional experiments outside this area.
Discussion
It could be claimed that there is no reasonable argument to
replace traditional experiments with numerical experiments
if the resources are available and if it is possible to control
all variables of importance in the traditional experiments.
However, numerical experiments will be much more re-
source effective if the fire model used is considered to give
satisfyingly accurate results for the intended study.
In several of the presented examples the resources for
conducting the same amount of full-scale experiments, as
were made numerically, were not available and would have
been impossible to motivate economically. In for instance
the study by Johansson et al. (2014b), it was not an option
to reduce the number of experimental tests because a large
number of observations were needed in order to perform a
satisfying multiple regression analysis. Even performing the
same number of observations in small-scale was not con-
sidered possible. In the NRC study (Najafi et al. 2007) it
was found that FDS could predict compartment fire
temperatures and ceiling jet temperatures within the expe-
rimental uncertainty. Consequently, the only reasonable ex-
perimental method for the study (Johansson et al. 2014b)
was a numerical experiment.
The general procedure of conducting the numerical ex-
periment should not be different from that of any other
type of experiment. Experimental procedures like for in-
stance described by Andersson (2012) including a planning,
data collection and analysis and synthesis phases are of
course applicable for numerical experiments. Moreover, the
same types of procedures for data analysis, like graphical
and statistical methods, can be used. Data from any type of
experiment can be imported into a statistical software pack-
age in order to use a regression analysis to derive a cor-
relation. Such correlation could be useful but should be
handled carefully, because it will have a limited theoretical
and physical meaning. This is considered especially import-
ant when it comes to numerical experiments because the
data comes from a model that contains some simplification
or estimation of reality. It is preferable if the results are re-
lated to some theory. For example, Hwang and Edwards
(2005) found that the results from their numerical experi-
ment could be related to a previously published fire-plume
theory, and Johansson et al. (2014b) derived a simple ceiling
jet theory and the data from a numerical experiment wasused to quantify some constants in order to derive a correl-
ation for the ceiling jet temperature. The numerical experi-
ments in these cases provided numerical results consistent
with some theory.
There is no experimental method that can be recom-
mended for use for all types of research tasks in fire science
and the experimental methods discussed in this paper all
have their strengths and weaknesses. Traditional experi-
ments and numerical experiments are complementary and
not competitive and a combination of different types of ex-
perimental methods could be necessary to analysis a certain
phenomena. Consequently, numerical experiments are con-
sidered to play an important roll in fire science in the fu-
ture. Two examples of how numerical experiments can
complement traditional experiments are given in Figure 4
and Figure 5, these are idealised examples but illustrate that
a combination of the methods can yield in convincing and
resource efficient conclusions.
This paper tries to give directions for the future use of
numerical experiments in fire science. The systematic ap-
proach and transparency that have been used in the men-
tioned examples will hopefully serve as an inspiration of
how to conduct future numerical experiments in fire
science. However, there are several issues that are con-
sidered important to study further. This includes the user
uncertainty and the accuracy of fire models.
The quality of the numerical experiment will depend on
the model used but also on the quality of the experimental-
ist. Different experimentalists will construct an experiment
differently and this is also the case when setting up the ex-
periment in a fire model. It would therefore be appropriate
to conduct studies of blind or a prior simulations of prede-
fined scenarios in order to quantify and get an estimate of
uncertainty in compartment fire modelling in general and
with certain fire models.
In this paper a couple of different validation studies are
mentioned, but a lot more validation work has been con-
ducted and more examples are for instance given by van
Hees (2013). The examples given in this paper refers pri-
marily to fires in compartments, but there are other areas
where numerical experiments could be applied and this
could be explored in future research.
More validation work is also needed as current fire
models develop and new models and sub-models are
presented. There is a tendency to validate the fire model
as a whole only, but it is also important to conduct sub-
validation, e.g. validation of individual sub-models, be-
cause errors in sub-models can be merged in the overall
model in a way that cannot be predicted when only the
entire model is validated. Sub-model validation is central
in the AIAA guide for verification and validation of CFD
models (AIAA 1998) and it is something that has been
used in the validation process of the CFD model ISIS
(Suard et al. 2006).
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Computer models that can be used to simulate fires and
smoke spread have developed rapidly during the last de-
cades. Some of these models have been shown to give
predictions of some compartment fire properties within
the bounds of measurement uncertainty of performed ex-
periments. Consequently, numerical experiments emerge
as a possible complement to traditional compartment fire
experiments.
In this paper, numerical experiments are explored as a
research method and put into the context of traditional
compartment fire experiments. Both pros and contras of
numerical experiments compared to traditional com-
partment fire experiments are presented and summarised
in the paper. Numerical experiments are a promising
method in fire science research. However, it is currently
not considered satisfying to solely use a numerical experi-
ment to find a correlation for a certain compartment fire
phenomena without checking the correlation with data
from some traditional experiments.
Using the term numerical experiments and recognizing
fire models as a tool for experiments in fire science will
possibly lead to that established experimental procedures
used when planning, performing and analysing traditional
experiments also will be applied when performing numer-
ical experiments. The requirements on studies with nu-
merical experiments from the scientific community might
also increase if numerical simulations are acknowledged
as an experimental method in fire science and this will
hopefully result in that the quality of future numerical ex-
periments will be high.Competing interests
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